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All VIEW GALLERY – 45 IMAGES So far most of us in the real world have tried some form of liquid cooling, whether it's a perfect custom setting, or opting for one of the many closed rabbits on the market today. Until now, when it came to AIOs, there was one way to make them work well, and this was done by changing the fans used on the part of the fridge radiator, which allowed companies to opt for
static pressure, more air flow, and at best, fans that were excellent at both. Older generations of these refrigerators were slightly limited at their pump speeds, and many would complain that older pumps were noisy, and they even heard about fans running at lower speeds. It seems that now there is a drastic change in the AIO market and NZXT is the first to show what the last generation of AIO is capable
of. Instead of depending so much on the speed of the fan of their systems, it's a new pump that's in charge of flow, where much of the magic happens. The new pump means a more efficient system that increases the speed at which the cooling machine moves through the radiator, and then can reduce the speed of the fan, which gains optimal performance without the need for your ears to bleed. What you
will see will change the way you look at closed loop refrigerators, and a new day is dawn on the AIO market. NZXT has sent the Kraken family to look at what's new, and we've decided Look at them, the smallest first, up in size as we look at the three refrigerators. The first of this tria is called the Kraken X42, and although it is similar to the name of previous models that NAZXT has had in the past, it's only
about everything that divides between this and the previous offering. We are excited about what NZXT is doing in the grip of closed water cooling, and with all the new technology and features added in the meantime around, there is no big price jump that is associated with it, which makes buying anything else at the moment a little pointless. We took this map from kraken x42 products and it tells us a lot
about this refrigerator. First we get the size of a radiator, and this single 140mm radiator is 175mm tall, 143mm wide, but without a fan it's 30mm thick. The head unit on the X42 is larger than most, as it is a cylindrical shape that is over the top of 80mm and is 52.9mm high. This product contains aluminium, which is used in the radiator and the cover on the head of the unit. Copper is used in the base plate,
the plastic is used for the fittings and clear cover of the head unit, and on the head there is more than fifteen inches of ultra low evaporation rubber tubes that have a nylon sleeve on them. All told, no hardware, it weighs 890 grams. Compatibility is wide as it corresponds to everything from AM2 to AMD, and all Intel sockets according to LGA775. It also shows the elevation of the RAM height, and we believe
that this is the height under the swing. This 35mm may come into play, but you'll see later that the X42 hasn't interfered with them. NZXT offers CAM software to control the X42, and this is where you can set the modes for both the fan and the pump, as well as the ringing place with the RGB LED system. The pump in this system shall be shown to rotate at a maximum of 2800RPM with the edge of the
defect and the cooling fan at the other end of the refrigerator is the Aer P140 fan. Only one fan ship with x42, but is capable of 1800RPM, at a noise level of 38db(A). Together with the model number at the bottom of the scale, we also see that the new Krakene refrigeration device is supported by a six-year warranty; the longest we've seen so far. Since we were on the product side to get the chart, we
looked around, as always, and found that IFRS $129.99 was right there in bold printing. From what can be remembered in the past, single 120mm AIOs release at $119.99, so an extra $10 to gear up at 140mm is reasonable. If you're looking for other places to grab the Kraken X42, we see that Newegg is holding tight on MSRP, with their listing at $129.99 as well. Amazon are a little higher, with $132.58
currently asking for this fridge. Of course, as time passes, sales will pop up eventually, but at $129.99 we think not only are you getting the latest generation of AIOs to start with, but you're also getting the most feature rich AIO we've seen to date. The front of the box is the first thing we will show you on the packaging, as it has X42 all lit up and look good here. The name of the refrigerator is present and it
says it is a 140mm liquid refrigerator. If we rotate the box to the left, the right side panel is delivered to the purple pin. Specification, compatibility and even a chart showing a 36% increase in surface area in the 120mm solution, and the temperature of the NZXT saw with its testing. The back of the box starts with an X42 image in the chassis and explains why this is the right choice in AIOs. Three features,
with images, are displayed at the bottom, while the entire right side of the panel is used to display a little on the cam software. Another purple plate completes the tour of the outer packaging, and along with the name and size of the refrigerator on top, this plate is used to display seven features. Lists are repeated in different languages and the EAN and UPC serial numbers at the bottom. The processed
rectified cardboard is provided by the Kraken X42. Before dispatch, a head and pipes are inserted into the plastic bag, and the fan and radiator are given a cardboard sleeve. The wires are in the bag, they float freely, but the hardware is pressed under it, so they work together to stay in place. The manual is dispatched next to the inner packaging and has been delivered in a tight state in respect of this
product. NZXT Kraken X42 Liquid CPU Cooler We usually move into individual bites, but after unpacking the Kraken X42 we wanted to record two things. First, the base is weaned with a clear plastic lid above it to ensure that there is no damage to the mating surface. Secondly, the top of the unit head has a protective cover over the shiny plastic top, which also informs you that you are sure that the cables
are all properly connected. A view from above on the head shows a smloped plastic lid sitting in a brushed metal ring covering it. We can also see that the ring is under the hood, and you can get out the NZXT under this too, both of which can light up later. On the right side of the NZXT head unit, it uses swing fittings to adjust the angle of the pipe. The tube is stretched over the shackles, has a nylon sleeve
applied, and then has a plastic ring to capture it all for a clean look. To the right of the center, at the top edge of the head, we find two points of connection. The first is a thin, male, 9-pin connection that is used to power the unit as well as signaling the fan. The Mini-USB port is connected via USB 2.0 lead to cam control software for the Kraken X42. Under the head unit, with the plastic cap removed, we can
see that the NZXT ships this unit with TIM pre-applied. The spread is even, and ours is without residue, and we would have no preausation about using this refrigerator as-is with everything we've built. Since we use the same TIM on all refrigerators, we have already deleted the paste used. This highlights the round traces of milling left in copper. This also allows us to set up where we see the convex shape,
add more pressure to the CPU. We moved from our head to the other end of the tub. The same details can be seen on the tube and the fitting connector, but this time there are no twists used. From the swings at the other end, to where the pipe connects to the radiator, it's 15 and a half inches of distance. NZXT has put their name on the radiator side, but nothing too flashing. The name is indented into a
steel cover plate, it could be painted or contrasting materials added, but this would take away from what the head shows. Each of the 30mm thick radiators comes with a long sticker like this on the top of the head. This label shows us that this is the Kraken X42 that Asetek makes, and that it draws 13.5W power above 12V. Accessories and documentation One large bag contains all the hardware, and we
found this outside another bag. On the left is an amd head panel of the unit that needs screws to be removed from the unit head to do, and comes with an AMD-specific set of nod-specific nods. On the right is a universal Intel back panel that accepts all sockets outside LGA2011 and 2011-V3. If you want to install a header on an intel back plate, an Intel home plate, or an AMD stand, you'll use four rotating
walnuts at the top left. On the right side we find exits LGA2011/V3, and universal Intel accounts are at the bottom. NZXT sends eight long fan screws so you can add another fan, and have everything you need to install it. There are also eight scrubbers, but they can be used with long screws and short screws, depending on the installation. The native USB 2.0 on the Mini-USB cable is a few inches further
from the motherboard and is required if you want to use the CAM to control the X42. The beam at the bottom is connected to a 9-pin connector on the head unit, and has a 3-pin fan connector for the home plate, two 4-pin fan power connectors, and also requires a free SATA plug for the proper operation of this refrigerator. The fan selected to escort the radiator to the Kraken X42 is this RF-AP140-FP
140mm fan from NZXT. There are seven blades in this fan, both the blades and the frame are black, the corners have rubber inserts in the holes, and it is powered over a 3-pin lead that was the sleeve. The manual is one sheet of paper that will unfold to deliver everything you may need. The images are at the point, the text is descriptive, and either beginner or pro builder, will alleviate any issues when it
comes to installing and connecting the refrigerator. Installation and end product The first step to install the Kraken X42 says you should push the thread finish in for the LGA115X, and set it on the back of the motherboard. Straighten the holes and it will fall and be careful about the direction of the back plate. The next step is to turn the plate and send the nod in the threaded holes The stand will run out of
threads before they touch the motherboard, so don't worry if it doesn't feel completely safe at the moment. Then we made sure there was a connection to the head unit. If we didn't use the example we're doing, these links could get complicated after installing the fridge, so we found it best to do it now. The fan was then installed to blow the air through the radiator and away from the chassis. When it comes
to tightening the fan, we find rubber compression cartridges that keep the fan away from the radiator and also insulate screws and washers or suitcases. Looking over the RAM, we see quite a few brushed black metal being pushed out from behind, and we see that the shackles are pointed right next to it. We concluded that therefore 35mm clearance is indicated on the specifications, but as you can see with
our choice of RAM, we had no contact with the refrigerator. If we had higher sticks in the game, the shackles could force the softest rod to get away from the CPU, but most of the rods will clean this fridge. Step back, we see that there is a lot of space around the head unit to access things like motherboard screws and 8-pin power connectors. However, if this goes into the case, it is necessary to establish
connections, as you will only have an inch or two in most cases of the middle tower to make this connection later, which will most likely cause damage or bending of the saping. Even using our D-Frame in vertical orientation, and having a long way between the CPU and the upper track chassis, we had no problems with the Kraken X42. There are a lot of pipes, so much so that we didn't even flex the fittings,
they are still straight up from the motherboard. Once sata and fan connections are made on psu and motherboard, you can power on the Kraken X42. By default, the head is illuminated by an almost white LED light. Both the logo and the ring around it are illuminated, during which time the ring light races around the edge and makes circles around the NZXT name. NZXT CAM Software After downloading
and installing cam software, this is what you see first. Here you can create an account, sign in via social media, or continue as a guest. Guest mode is fully functional, so creating an account is your call. After using the guest's login account, we found the CAM does a computer scan and delivers you the system information you want to see. If the parts shown here don't reflect what's on your computer, stop,
remove, and try again because something's wrong. Clicking on the dive takes you to a short tutorial around CAM. The control panel provides a tone of information that is useful to those who care for attention. CPU temperature, CPU load, VGA temperature, VGA load, fan speed, pump speed, even c amount: in use is here. It's also where you start from and use tabs at the top, you can jump around the
menu system. Advanced takes you to the graph interface for CPU, GPU, motherboard, RAM, HDD and net application. Not only does it cover usage amounts, but there are also charts for temperature, and we see that kraken information stays in place through windows. Tab tuning allows us to get with how kraken x42 reacts to what the CPU does. Currently, the fan curve is shown for Silent Mode, but by
clicking on the edit fan buttons we can address the fan curve and also adjust how we want the pump to react. The exposure controls are also found on the shut down tab and are where you can turn off LED sections, as well as using any of the preset settings. Presets are self-explanation, and you can also use fixed color mode, but you can also have LEDs react to temperatures under a smart tab, and with
sound using a sound tab. Test System Setup, Thermal Tests, and Noise Results Chad's CPU Cooler Test System Specifications To see our test methodology and to find out what goes into making our charts, see our CPU Cooler Testing Methodology and article (October 2016). With processor stock, PWM control enabled, and CUE software has flowed in both silent and performance modes, we get our
results. In quiet mode, the Kraken X42 is near the bottom of the chart with a score of 60.5 degrees. The transition to the operating mode removed just over four degrees with a 56.25-degree display, which is pretty good when it comes to cooling 6700K. At the moment we only change the speed of the clock and its voltage, we still use PWM and CUE to control the Kraken X42. In quiet mode, we saw the
processor reach 81.25 degrees, and cam sent us a notification that it was too hot for a long transport. In operation mode we have gained almost ten degrees in our favour, as the NZXT Kraken X42 moves to a total sixth place. To get the overclocked and maximum voltage test run, we went back to the CAM and set the pump and fan in a fixed way where we changed the curves to give full power all the time.
With the Kraken X42 gives everything it has, we moved only from 71.75 to 68.25, which shows how well the performance mode works; no noise. In quiet mode, the fan rotated at 491 RPM and in operation the fan was turning at 746RPM. The noise coming from the fan is close to zero, 23dB is recorded in quiet mode and 25dB is in operating mode. Even with a processor that brings a lot more heat to the
X42, we see that the NZXT moves the pump faster, from 3380RPM in the first round to 4250 for this round, and fans stay slower. In quiet mode, the fan blew out at 506RPM and 24dB, and in operation mode we saw 747RPM and only 26dB of noise. In fixed mode, the pump displays 5387RPM as its superior speed, during which time the head was sound at 27dB. Along with the pump speed jump, the fan
now rotates at 1884RPM, and the noise is high at 70dB. We see why NZXT is moving the speed of the pump beyond fan speed. Inch In the past, noise was a little worried when it came to selling an AIO refrigerator. It used to be a battle of the fans, where only the best heat scores were on the scales, where the heads were. Today we see that this Kraken X42 has a balance of noise, performance and
aesthetics, and we believe that the NZXT works perfectly to maximise all three. No, the Kraken X42 is not a chart topper when it comes to heat testing, but with results that we find more than enough, most of the time this thing is running, you'll never hear it. The look also takes him to another level. Brushed metal, high-end appearance and feel on the unit head, sleeve that refers to the tube, and a subtle
name on the side of the radiator and an all black fan attached to it will not mind what the head unit is able to do. Mounting the Kraken X42 could not be simpler, the length of the pipe allows this refrigerator to fit in several locations, and with what the CAM brings to kraken series refrigerators, this is the most characteristically rich AIO system we tested. Not only is the head unit rgb led lighting, but you can
also choose colors, put the lights in different display modes, use the spa to adjust the color, or even have lights flashing that correspond to music or gameplay. Cam brings a full range of details to the entire system, offers custom control and ways to pump and fan, and if you have other NZXT products, be tied to the CAM seamlessly as well. As with the periphery, it is difficult not to appreciate one large
apartment that would cover all products at the same time. The implementation was not a chart gradient, but we like what we see from this single unit based on a 140mm radiator, and it gives us hope that those who move to the larger Krakene AIO have even more to look forward to. What's best about the performance is that at no time can we even hear the Kraken X42 without going into the system. When
we sit here and examine everything we've just seen, we can't find any flaws with NZXT's design or layout, although RAM can be a question if you have sticks with heat-sedable double-size PCBs. Otherwise you will get good thermal results and an almost complete lack of noise, and an AIO with a stunning light show. According to IFRS $129.99 you may want to move to the bigger brothers on this Kraken
X42, but if the space keeps you on one 140mm radiator-based solution, for our money, you would be looking at the Kraken X42 and nowhere else. Why should you get tired of an inferior product when NZXT sings the perfect solution for your needs, right here in front of your face. Face.
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